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EFLECT – REFLECTIONS AND EFFECT

CREATION – EMOTION – ENDLESS VARIATION

   Gentle flowing blending of light and color like blossoms 
on a lake, seen through a gentle diffusion

   Hues of color and light, like early-morning sun with a 
slight haze – shining through a cherry blossom tree

    The Tools. Light heads – multi-mirror reflectors,  
holding arms – simple-looking tools

   Setup, light up and a miraculous variety of light and 
color appears, like incredible blossom in the desert 
after the rain – like a myriad of butterflies creating 
unbelievable patterns of color and light  
What makes such an incredible variety of impressions 
and emotions possible?

  F ocusing the dedolight produces an entire range of light 
effects.

   Bending/shaping the multi-mirror reflectors spread, 
change and arrange the reflection

  Changing the distance from light head to reflector:

   At close proximity gentle, overlapping flow  
 
   Medium distance: creative blends
 
    Further away (using 2 separate light stands) sun 

spots through a leaf tree

Introduction to the tools

These consist of a combination/symbiosis of the unique 
optics of our 21 focusing dedolights, sometimes used in 
their original shape and performance, sometimes changed 
and enhanced by adding the unique parallel beam 
intensifiers.
 
The Reflectors
A choice of unique multi-mirror reflectors.
The colors: provided by dual color filters, that at first look 
appear uninspiring and simple.
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THE MULTI-MIRROR REFLECTORS

Baby EFLECT 20x20cm (8x8")

DEFR-MS1DEFR-MG1 DEFR-MS2

EFLECT Large multi-mirror Reflectors 45x45cm (18x18")

DEFRL-MS1 DEFRL-MS2 DEFRL-MG1 DEFRL-MG2

small mirrors silver large mirrors silver small mirrors gold large mirrors gold

small mirrors gold small mirrors silver large mirrors silver
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MOUNTING SYSTEM AND DEVICES

Eflect large system shares the same mounting system as 
used on the dedolight Lightstream reflectors.
 
The attachment to the lighting stand or other grip 
equipment is flexible by the multi-link adjustable holding 
arm.

Attachment to the lighting stand allows to attach the 
smaller focusing dedolights on the same mounting 
attachment.

The small Eflect system attaches the reflectors with a 
magnet, and uses for changing directions and positions 
a flexible arm, again ending in a mounting device that 
attaches to the lighting stand or other grip equipment, 
allowing at the same time the direct attachment of a 
smaller focusing dedolight light head.
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THE EFLECT FILTERS

Simple-looking filters in sizes to fit classic dedolight size 7,5x7,5cm, 
delivered in filter-holding frames.

The Filters

Looking at them in your hand looks totally uninspiring and 
simple. Insert them on the light head, and each variation 
of focus produces an incredible blend of unexpected 
colors.
 
I can’t find adequate words to describe this surprising 
variation – the unbelievable palette of color blends and 
multitude of light characters.
 
From the uninspiring appearance of the tools to a sheer 
blend of colors, light and beauty, like a wonderful butterfly 
escaping ist grey cocoon.

Sets of dual color filters in two sizes:
   7,5x7,5cm (3x3") for the direct insertion of the classic 

halogen dedolights DLH4, 150W, as well as for the 
focusing dedolight LED lights DLED4, DLED7, and also 
for the DLH200, the focusing dedolight HMI fixture.

   12,7x12,7cm (5x5") to fit the larger focusing dedolight 
LED lights, like DLED9 and DLED10, as well as the 
DLH400 – 400/575W metal halide / HMI fixture, as 
well as the 650W focusing halogen light.

Attention
On the hot lights (halogen or HMI) the filters may not live 
for many hours without warping and eventually bleeching. 
On all the focusing LED lights they should work efficiently 
for a long time.

Multicolor Gel Folien
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KITS

DEFPDEFP SEF-B
Soft case Kit EFLECT - Baby, Filters optional - choose sizeSoft case Baby

DEFPDEFLP

Soft case large

Eflect Kit large (2)

Filters optional, choose size - Eflect Kit large (4)

DEFPSEFL-1C

SEFL-4C
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SETUP

shown here at close proximity, providing gentle flowing effects

1)

at medium distance, showing more distinctly separated effects

2)
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SETUP

at larger distance (possibly using 2 separate lighting stands)

More distinct lighting effects, better separation.

3)
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DGF-YM

DGF-YM

DGF-BR
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Eflect Large 45x45cm, Silver small mirrors, 
light head in spot, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, Silver large mirrors, 
light head in spot, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, silver large mirrors, 
light head in flood, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, Silver small mirrors, 
light head in flood, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, gold large mirrors, 
light head in spot, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, gold large mirrors, 
light head in flood, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, gold small mirrors, 
light head in spot, 1,20m distance

Eflect Large 45x45cm, gold small mirrors, 
light head in flood, 1,20m distance
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 BEND AND SHAPE
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EFLECT Defekte Spiegel
Yes, we want you to bend and 
shape, and form the Eflect surface. 
That is the key to the multitude of 
effects.
 
What may happen?
Some of the mirror elements attached 
to the special carrier material may 
(partially) become unstuck and 
protrude.
 
Usually it is possible to bend them 
back and apply pressure to make 
everything return to normal. The 
dedolight light fixtures have amazed 
many professionals by working 
perfectly after nearly 40 years of use.
 
Your Eflect boards will not last that 
long with a lot of warping and 
bending (can’t always have butter 
on both sides of the bread). They are 
priced to be replenished.
 
In other words, there is no warranty 
on the bendable reflectors.
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EFLECT Defekte Spiegel
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EFLECT Defekte Spiegel
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Dedo Weigert Film GmbH 

Karl-Weinmair-Straße 10 
D-80807 Munich, Germany

Phone: +49 - (0)89 - 356 16 01
Fax:     +49 - (0)89 - 356 60 86

info@dedoweigertfilm.de 
www.dedoweigertfilm.de




